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ABSTRACT
Grid computing enables resource sharing and dynamic allocation
of distributed heterogeneous computational resources while
minimizing the associated ownership and operating cost. In grid
computing there is no matter where data located is or which
computer processes a task. Quality of Service parameters plays a
key role in selecting Grid resources and optimizing resources
usage efficiently. This research study focuses on the best resource
selection and allocation for ensuring the QoS in a grid
environment. We have presented a new approach inspired by
statistical ranking and selection schema for best resource selection
to get optimal results and better decision making. For QoS over
the grid, we have considered few parameters of each node on the
available grid. Based on the values of those parameters, we have
developed a ranking and threshold selection criteria for each
parameter at each node. The ASS scheme will consider only those
nodes for the Next Grid (NGrid) that have at least X% free
resources at each node. Using this proposed scheme we prepared a
training dataset. Using training dataset, we applied multiple
binary logistic regression over the training data and prepared a
binary logit model. This data model will work as the predictor for
the selection of only those nodes for NGrid that have at least X%
free resources. Experiment considered a Grid environment
composed of heterogeneous resources. In the data training phase
301 nodes are examined and we get 94.0 % prediction accuracy
while prediction accuracy in validation phase is 96.79%. in the
validation phase no of nodes are 156. While the Model Error is
3.21% . The main concern for future work is to develop an
automated tool which gives the fully support to our mechanism in
a grid environment, also we pretend to extend this approach
measuring and modeling network quality of service (QoS)
parameters.

General Terms
QOS, Analysis, Treshold value , Testing and analysis.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Grid computing has the potential to drastically change enterprise
computing as we know today. This advancement of technology

play great role in the field biological sciences, Earth science,
physics, Astronomy and mathematical research. The academia and
the industry take great advantage of these significant changes in
computing world. The main concept of grid computing is viewing
computing as a utility. Grid computing enables resource sharing
and dynamic allocation of distributed heterogeneous
computational resources while minimizing the associated
ownership and operating cost. These resources may be
geographically distributed over the network or internet and
follows heterogeneous protocols made by different vendors. In
grid computing there is no matter where data located is or which
computer processes a task.Computing grids and electrical power
grids works in same manner. They have some common attributes
in their infrastructure. An electrical power grid supplies the
electricity to their customers at a cost e.g. X Rs./ watt hour . Grids
may provide different services for computation to users. These are
usually own by different organization and sites. If some one on
the grid wants to use these services they can use it and pay
charges for the services used to service providers at a specified
costing modules. There is a service level agreement (SLA)
established between the user and the Grid Service provider (GSP).
This agreement furnishes all the conditions for using service. In
order to use these recourses in an efficient manner the recourse
allocation manager must be able to select the best service for their
tasks, based on criterion of the service required. Quality of
Service (QoS) metrics plays an important role in selecting and
optimizing grid resources usage efficiently.Grids are the
heterogeneous and complex systems composed of larger number
of distributed components belonging to diverse domains. Assuring
the QoS in this kind of system is a critical job because a number
of vendors may offer similar services to the users on the grid.
These services providers would have their own costing
mechanism and may allocated resources according to a prespecific criterion. A user often uses go for the lowest budget
service for the specific task. Lowest budget service however may
not give the best QoS or optimum results. Since solution of the
problem often require multiple tasks choosing service on the basis
of lowest budget criterion would lack optimal, resulting in poor
decision making or poor results.
In Grid computing , QOS is not limited to network bandwidth but
extends to the processing and storage capabilities of the nodes.
Thus the focus is on the degree a Grid can provide endto-end
QOS rather than providing only QOS on the network. When a
Grid job has QOS requirements, it may be necessary to negotiate a
service level agreement (SLA) to enforce the desired level of
service. Resource reservation is one of the ways of providing
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guaranteed QOS in a Grid with dedicated resources [21]. User’s
demands could be described as QoS requirements, a QoS set
consists of all these requirements to depict qualitative
characteristics of a grid service. So grid service matchmaking is to
compare corresponding elements in the QoS set between two
services[5]. In order to use distributed resources efficiently, users
supervised by the resource management system and the scheduler
to select the best resources for their tasks, based on quality aspects
of resources. Different type of QoS parameter acquire the
attention of the user because QoS parameter play a vital role in
selecting the best resources an negotiating service level agreement
(SLA) between user and service provider. Service level
Agreement (SLA) is a contract between service provider and the
user. This agreement defines the terms and conditions to use the
service and usually associate a cost and penalties with desire level
of service.
The paper is organised as : Section 2 describes Grid computing,
Section 3 briefs about implementation and testing, Section 4
proceeds for the results, second last section describes proposed
approach validation and lat one concludes the paper.

2. GRID ARCHITECTURE
There are two important grid architectures: One of them is the
five-layer sand- leakage model raised by Ian Foster; another is he
Open Grid Service Architecture raised by IBM and Globus
Alliance and Web Service.

2.1 Sand-Leakage Model
The functions of operation, management and usage sand leakage
model to share resources are separated to five different layers. The
more to low, the more it approaches to the physical sharing and
related to the particular source; the more to up layer, the more the
detailed characters of sharing sources couldn’t be felt and are
related to the abstract resources and don’t take care of the low
layer resources. Ian Foster and others define the sand leakage
model to be five layers: They are fabric, connectivity, resource,
collective and application. Figure 1 shows the send leakage model
[2] than main attention of the architecture is on the
interoperability among resource providers ad users to establish the
sharing relationship. This interoperability means common
protocols at each layer of the architecture model which leads to

Figure 2. Grid Protocol Architecture

2.2 Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA)
The grid infrastructure is mainly concerned with the creation ,
management, and the application of dynamic coordianated
resources and services. These dynamic and coordinated resources
and services are complex. They may be individual or collection
of entities with a short or long lifespan. These resources may be
constituted from single or from multiple institution so as to
provide a homogenous set of functionalities. Even though the
complexity and difference in resources and services may vary
within every virtual organization, they are all agreed to deliver a
QoS features including common security semantics., work flow
resource management, problem determination, failover, and
service level management. The QoS features require a welldefined architecture to achieve the desire level of service quality.
This prompted for the introduction of Open Grid Service
Architecture (OGSA) to support the creation , maintenance and
application of ensembles of service maintained by virtual
organization (VO). (Foster, Kesselman, & tuecke). OGSA
architecture is layerd architecture, as shown in Figure 3 , with
clear separation of the functionality at each layer. The core
architecture layer are Open Grid Service Infrastructure (OGSI ),
which provides the base infrastructure , and OGSA core platform
services , which are a set of standard service including policy,
logging, service level management ,and so on. The high level
applications and services use these lower layer core platform
components and OGSI that become part of a resource sharing grid
[1].

Figure 1. Send Leakage Model
the definition of grid protocol architecture as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3. OGSA Platform Architecture
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2.3

Service Computing

A distributed system consists of a set of software agents that all
works together to implement some intended functionality. The
agents in a distributed system do not operate in the same
processing environment, so they must communicate by
hardware/software protocols stack that are intrinsically less
reliable then direct code invocation and shared memory. Service
oriented architecture (SOA) is a specific type of distributed
system in which the agents are software services that perform
some well-defined operation and this type of architecture can be
invoked outside of the context of a large application. This can be
inferred a service as acting as a user-facing software component of
a large application.In a service oriented Architecture (SOA)
business purchases functionality in chunks. Rather than buy huge
software permanently, organizations will buy services as they
needed much like buying an air ticket for traveling as opposed to
buy an aero plane. The most common understood SOA
architecture is Web and Web services. Consequently grid
community expressed interest in service oriented computing. A
service is natural progression from component based software
development and as a mean to integrate different component
development framework. A service may be defined as a behavior
that is provided by a component for use by another component
base on network addressable interface contract. Such a contract
specifies the set of operations that one service can invoke on
another. Such an interface may also contain additional attributes
like performance of the service the cost of accessing and using
the service and detail of ownership and access rights associated
with services.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING
For validating our model, we examine 300 nodes. All nodes
having Windows Xp Professional Operating System, 512 M.B of
RAM , variable Storage Capacity(HDD) in Giga bytes( GB) and
2.0 GHz, 2.4 GHz, 2.53 GHz and 2.8 GHz Intel processors.
Parameters Values
In this experiment we use four type of parameters given as below.
C.P.U. Speed
C.P.U. Load( C.P.U Usage in %)
R.A.M_available
Storage_Capacity_avialable
For extracting the value of available strength of above parameters,
we build a simple component which extract parameter information
from each node. Figure 4 shows the value of each parameter at
each node fetch by the component.

2.4 Charging/Pricing of the service.
In grid computing environment because resources are distributed,
heterogeneous in nature and obey diverse protocols and having
different costing models in this kind of system pricing of the
service is most important and crucial job. To illustrate To
illustrate the problem, let’s consider the follow scenario from
paper [3] where there is great difference in the processing power
between the devices, a doctor has in your hands a PDA, he works
in a heart care center. Into your device, the doctor keeps the last
tomography images of a patient with a serious sickness. For an
exact analysis of the patient’s condition, they request a 3D
Reconstruction for this case, this task require a large
computational power and the PDA can’t realize this task, so the
PDA, that are connected to a Grid, begin a auction with another
node, request a budget for this service. So, some devices response
the request, and the PDA elect the node that have the lower price
to do the task. After the task is complete, the doctor analyze the
3D image and if the quality is approved the cost of the service is
computed in the patient’s care plan. In the above scenario many
grid nodes respond against the request of the user according to
their computational power and ability to generate the 3D image of
the given task. Among the different service providers only the low
price service being selected to solve the problem. As far as low
price concern user satisfaction is also mandatory means the out
put of the submitted job must satisfy the user requirement means
the acquired service is a low price as well as a quality service.
May be the job submitted to a low price service is not a quality
service and have not the computational power to solve the
problem at desired level of satisfaction. In grid environment
where we can chose the service from different published services
it must be guaranteed the quality of service(QoS).

Figure 4. Parameters Value
Resource Categorization by Using Scoring Scheme
After fetching the values of each parameter we applying scoring
scheme describe in above section. Figure 5 shows the score of
each parameter at each node. Yellow color columns show the
categorical data of the resources.
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Figure 6 shows the threshold test result applying on the values of
each parameter.
Yellow color columns show the threshold test results. Our QoS
parameters and their corresponding threshold values are as under.
2.0 GHz for CPU Speed, 50% for CPU_Load , 100 M.B. for
RAM, 100 MB for Storage Capacity.
Training Data Set
After applying threshold values we get the Y values for each
parameter in the form of binary values , on the basis of each
parameter binary value , we set the criteria that if 75% (3 out of 4
parameters) of the resources are getting binary value 1 it means
that the node is willing for serve the user. In the Figure 7 Green
column shows the node willingness and reluctances values.
Figure 5. Scoring of Parameters

Threshold Test
In this research study we suggest to use threshold value for each
QoS parameter . In this experiment we use the following threshold
values for our QoS parameters.
2.0 GHz for CPU Speed
50% for CPU_Load
100 M.B. for RAM
100 MB for Storage Capacity.
Now by providing threshold values for used parameters we
predict that the node is willing to serve the user or not. Here if the
value of a parameter is passes the threshold test it means that
resource is willing for serve the user, as combining all the
parameters to know the willingness we set the criteria that if 75%
resources at a particular node are pass the threshold test then it
means that node is willing to serve the user.After scoring the
resources we conduct threshold test and the result of threshold test
is in the form of binary numbers (0,1). 0 means that the node is
not willing to serve the user and 1 means that the node is willing
to serve the user. Following is the node assessment function that
shows the willingness and reluctance of the node that shows the
willingness and reluctance of the node.

After getting Response values from the grid nodes, we give the
parameters data to SPSS software to estimate the coefficients
values for the Logistic Regression Model. SPSS perform
necessary calculation on given data set and estimate the
coefficients i.e.
and constant values i.e.
.
Following figures [9,10] are the some screen shots of SPSS
software.
SPSS Screen Shots
Figure 8 shows the parameters value provided to the SPSS
software for calculating the coefficient and constant values.
Figure 9 and 10 show the output of data analysis and model fitting
phase.
Following is the table 1 that shows the estimated values of the
coefficients of Our logistic regression model.

Table 1. Coefficient and Constant of Logistic regression
Model
Significant
S.E

(P-value <
5%)

C.P.U

14.010

3.069

0.000

Significant

0.086

0.022

0.000

Significant

Storage

0.050

0.012

0.000

Significant

RAM

0.048

0.011

0.000

Significant

-53.133

10.932

0.000

Significant

Speed
C.P.U
Load
Here Rij is the resource value and dj is the threshold value of the
resource. If resource passes the threshold test then it returns
binary value 1 and in the case of failure it returns binary value 0.
These binary values show the willingness and reluctance of the
nodes. Binary 1 means resource is willing to serve the user and
binary 0 means that the resource is not wiling to serve the user.
Following is the code segment of the threshold test.

P-Value

Constant
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The Logistic Regression model is given as under.

In our Logistic model parameters and coefficients are given in the
following table 2.

Table 2. Parameter, Coefficient and Constant table
Parameter
Variable

Name

Coefficient

4.1 Logistic Regression
Model
Storage

0.050

RAM

0.048

Constant

-53.133

Values
Y= -53.133 + 14.010X1 + 0.86X2 + 0.050 X3 + 0.048 X4

CPU_Speed

X1

14.010

CPU_Load

X2

.086

Classification Table

Table 4. Classification Table
Predicted
Observed Y

Storage
Capacity
RAM

X3

.050

X4

.048

constant

Y

Y

-53.133

Percentage
Correct

.00

1.00

.00

60

12

83.3

1.00

6

223

97.4

So our Logistic Regression Model Look like this.
Y= -53.133 + 14.010X1 + 0.86X2 + 0.050 X3 + 0.048 X4

Overall Percentage
94.0

Type I ERROR
=Type-I error= Prob (Rejecting a node that should be included
in the Next grid).

Type II Error
=Type-II error= Prob (Accpeting a node that should not be in
the Next grid).

According to classification table 4 we get the 94.0% correct
prediction result for allocation or selection the best resources for a
grid job. The statistics presented in classification table is
generated by the SPSS on the basis of training data set . the
statistics shows that there are 301 nodes involved in this
experiment.
a.

4. RESULTS
The experiment considered a Grid environment composed of 300
nodes with heterogeneous resources. All 300 nodes are examined
and parameters values are collected at a certain time stamp. All
nodes having Windows Xp Professional Operating System, 512
M.B. of RAM , variable Storage Capacity(HDD) in Giga bytes(
GB) and 2.0 GHz, 2.4 GHz, 2.53 GHz and 2.8 GHz Intel
processors.

b.

c.

Coefficient values
Coefficient values for logistic Regression Model is given is
following table 3.

Table 3. Coefficent Value

d.

Total 60 nodes predicted “Not-Available” for a grid job
by using scoring and threshold test approach(Observed
Y), and this result ensure by the Logistic Regression
Model (Predicted Y).
Total 223 nodes predicted “Available” for a grid by
using scoring and threshold test approach (Observed Y),
and this result ensure by the Logistic Regression Model
(Predicted Y).
Total 6 nodes predicted “Available” for a grid job by
using scoring and threshold test approach(Observed Y),
and this result expel by the Logistic Regression
Model(Predicted Y).
Total 12 nodes predicted “Not-Available” for a grid job
by using scoring and threshold test approach(Observed
Y), and this result expel by the Logistic Regression
Model (predicted Y).

5. PROPOSED APPROACH VALIDATION

C.P.U Speed

14.010

C.P.U Load

0.086

After training the data set we get the coefficient and constant
values and by applying these constant and coefficient values we
get the Logistic Regression Model for resource prediction for a
grid job. The model is given below.
Y= -53.133 + 14.010X1 + 0.86X2 + 0.050 X3 + 0.048 X4
For validating our result obtained by the training data set we
provide QoS parameters value to our model and get the predicted
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value for willingness or reluctance to serve the grid user.Result of
the data set of 156 node for validation of our model.

Conference on Innovative Computing, Information and
Control vol. 1, pp.381-384

In the validation test we get the 5 out of 156 wrong prediction, i-e.
Type-I and Type-II error. Observation no 25, 32 and 43 are the
example of Type-I error and two observation numbers are the
example of Type-II error. Model Error % is 3.21% and Model
Prediction Accuracy is 96.79% testing for the above mentioned
nodes.

[5] Safiullah Faizullah and Ivan Marsic “ Pricing QoS: Simulation
and Analysis “ in proceeding of the 34th Annual Simulation
Symposium (SS01) page:193

6. CONCLUSION
This research study focuses on the best resource selection and
allocation for ensuring the QoS in a grid environment. We have
presented a new approach inspired by statistical ranking and
selection schema for best resource selection to get optimal results
and better decision making. Multiple binary logistic model for
prediction of nodes for Next Grid for a new job assignment that
atleast X% free in their resources is proposed. Experiment
considered a Grid environment composed of heterogeneous
resources. In the data training phase 301 nodes are examined and
we get 94.0 % prediction accuracy while prediction accuracy in
validation phase is 96.79%. in the validation phase no of nodes
are 156. While the Model Error is 3.21% . The main concern for
future work is to develop an automated tool which gives the fully
support to our mechanism in a grid environment, also we pretend
to extend this approach measuring and modeling network quality
of service (QoS) parameters.
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